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Recording

- http://tiki.bigbluebutton.org/playback/slides/playback.html?meetingId=d559965849921585c1849af03b7a51638700d979-1361472957396

When

Thursday, February 21, 2013 at 19:00:00 UTC time (click for time zone in your city)

What

See Webinars for a detailed description.

Where

http://live.tiki.org

Topics

1st hour quick news

- Explain the rationale for the new Webinar format
- Should we ask for a conference call with SF about Migrate to Allura? (Jyhem will follow-up with SF)
- 2013-02-05: Pascal, Marc, Alain, Duane and Nick met Fred and the BBB Team in Ottawa. The upcoming version is looking very good. We agreed to organize a TikiFest BigBlueButton in June 2013, and make use of all the new features
- Quick report on TikiFestMuskoka
  - Introduce show.tiki.org
    - Karen asks: "quick question: do we still want the 'perpetual' showcase Tikis I've made available @ http://tikishow.kstingel.com?"
    - Until the new infra is ready, yes please.
- CKEditor4 has been added to trunk
- (add any topics here)
Second hour, longer topics

- Discussion about CKEditor4

Chat log

Karen Stingel: Hi Geoff! How's everything? I really enjoyed the show last night.

Geoff Blackwell: Hi Karen, all is well. I hope to see you this evening.

Karen Stingel: Sounds good! I'm just waiting for some audio to come through.

Geoff Blackwell: I'm not sure about the audio, but it's good to chat with you.

Karen Stingel: Well, let's get started then! We have a few topics to cover.

Geoff Blackwell: Agreed. Let's dive in.

Karen Stingel: First, I'd like to discuss the upcoming demo of CKEditor4.

Geoff Blackwell: That sounds interesting. What are your thoughts on it?

Karen Stingel: I think it has great potential. What about you?

Geoff Blackwell: I agree. It seems like a powerful tool.

Karen Stingel: Exactly. And I think we should promote it more.

Geoff Blackwell: Definitely. How do you see us doing that?

Karen Stingel: I think we could integrate it into our documentation and marketing materials.

Geoff Blackwell: Good idea. Let's get that on the agenda.

Karen Stingel: Moving on, I'd like to talk about the current status of the bug examples.

Geoff Blackwell: OK, what's the latest?

Karen Stingel: We have a few examples ready, but we need to get them online.

Geoff Blackwell: I see. Any plans for that?

Karen Stingel: We're considering a few options. One is to push them to tikishow.kstingel.com.

Geoff Blackwell: That's a good idea. How feasible is it?

Karen Stingel: It's doable, but we need to make sure they're up-to-date.

Geoff Blackwell: I agree. Let's work on that.

Karen Stingel: Next, I'd like to address the question of how to handle bug reports.

Geoff Blackwell: What's the issue?

Karen Stingel: We're getting a lot of reports, and it's getting hard to keep track of them.

Geoff Blackwell: I see. Any suggestions?

Karen Stingel: I think we should implement a system similar to the one we use for our QA team.

Geoff Blackwell: That sounds like a good plan. Let's work on that.

Karen Stingel: Finally, I'd like to discuss the possibility of a test instance.

Geoff Blackwell: What's the idea?

Karen Stingel: I think it would be helpful for testing purposes.

Geoff Blackwell: I see. Any drawbacks?

Karen Stingel: We need to make sure it's scalable.

Geoff Blackwell: Agreed. Let's work on that.

Karen Stingel: I think we're making good progress today. What do you think?

Geoff Blackwell: I think we're doing well. Let's keep it up.

Karen Stingel: Sounds good to me.

Geoff Blackwell: Well, that's all for now. Let's keep in touch.

Karen Stingel: Agreed. Thanks for joining me today.

examples are always available

Karen: actually the instance will not close until the bug is closed

Marc: but we can't ask for a freeze, unless we are asked

Karen: if we can look at the change that caused the bug to happen,

Marc: but what if we just provide the change that caused the bug to happen?

Karen: sure, that would be the next step but let's keep it on mind maybe

Marc: but I just looked up the videos, and it's not there... does it need to be used in "beta" for tiki 11

Karen: there will be a separate bbb held to discuss this soon

Marc: any thoughts it should go to the wiki page

Karen: http://tiki.org/show.tiki.org

Marc: sounds like a module that can be stored in a field in the bug tracker

Karen: do you whom does one send a request to set up an instance?

Marc: Marc, u dropped off of listeners

Karen: need to leave now (gotta meet customers)

Marc: Jonny, Jonny, Jonny, Jonny, Jonny, Jonny, Jonny; I do not smoke that shit anymore ;)

Karen: do we need the full Zend package, or would just the librqay be better?

Marc: Karen, well there was always full Zend package, but now it is handled by the composer, maybe it includes

Karen: yeah, marketing plays big role nowadays

Marc: did not checked it in trunk yet, but checked the CKEditor demos and links

Karen: yeah, CKEditor4 looks good

Marc: yep, when you think ?

Karen: i do!

Marc: let's make sure that Alain (not sure who remembers him) doesn't have a tab open in the browser

Karen: of course Alain's knowledge is more at the higher level, but he can help with creating test cases and so on, so long as

Marc: someone else sets up the infra

Karen: great to have u back Marc !

Marc: One thing that could really help with better testing sites is an easier ways to copy pages, or even

Karen: who grants of pages from a prod to a dev site and back

Marc: that's will be some action on the testing front to have testing...

Karen: +1 from me too

Marc: I'd like to push and get infra ready by say July August or something

Karen: do you have your test/control site in 9.x or in several versions (I thought I heard "trunk")?

Marc: yes, do i think that tiki.org would be a good place to start?

Karen: what is a typical test workflow ? does it test only code/syntax errors ? or can it catch security holes, or

Marc: permission/feature check missing ?

Karen: can you hear me?

Marc: cu jyhem

Karen: thank you for the support freeze before releases.

Marc: +1

Karen: the "demo" should remain, until the fix is verified

Marc: ok, brb

Karen: Marie-France

Marc: +1 for making sure that the trackers

Karen: well, imho it is pretty solid and powerful anyway, despite the bugs

Marc: an incentive system

Karen: +1, like we lost marc?

Marc: seems so

Karen: let's talk about testing

Marc: please forgive me, i do not know who remembers it

Karen: Star list to reward developers who fix lots of bugs

Marc: an incentive system

Karen: let's talk about testing

Marc: +1 to whom does one send a request to set up an instance?

Karen: the trackers

Marc: Marc can't be heard, Jonny yet

Karen: one of the things is that Alain (not sure who remembers him)

Marc: Marc, i don't think it is a good idea.

Karen: and so he's looking for things to do?

Marc: May/June

Karen: +1

Marc: great.

Karen: I have both trunk(11) and 10. I've almost completed moving all my production sites to 9

Marc: front-end automated testing. For example selenium has a firefox plugin that allows you to

Karen: record a test.

Marc: a sequence of clicks and keyboard input and compare what comes back to what is expected

Karen: how do you record the test?

Marc: certainly looks very powerful to automate testing. I did use it a little bit while I was working on

Karen: maybe show.tiki.org can be used for that

Marc: this will not be built into tiki

Karen: well, i'm not sure if this is front end testing

Marc: what is a typical test workflow ? does it test only code/syntax errors ? or can it catch security holes, or

Karen: permission/feature check missing ?

Marc: Allan, is this a typical test workflow?

Karen: the latest initiative is on front-end testing

Marc: and I do not think it is, mutually exclusive

Karen: the change, not mutually exclusive

Marc: well, but the latest initiative is on front-end testing

Karen: geoff, do you have the 9.x or in several versions (I thought I heard "trunk")?

Marc: the difference between the 9.x and the 10.x set right?

Karen: are you sure?

Marc: yes, the latest initiatives is on front-end testing

Karen: or do you have the 9.x set right?

Marc: does it mean that Alain's question ?

Karen: so, Marc, before you moved your sites off, right?

Marc: is CKEditor planned to be added to composerjson, or left as an svn external?

Karen: might be the full version should be tried, instead of the "standard" download

Marc: is CKEditor planned to be added to composerjson, or left as an svn external?
Marc Laporte: The current CkEditor 4 integration is based on the "Standard" download package. See http://ckeditor.com/blog/Intro-to-Customizing-CKEditor-4 for more info. One important passage: "The Standard package doesn't include plugins like Alignment, Font Size, Color and a few other typical buttons. Why? Because modern websites predetermine those things in CSS to avoid low quality content. Users should not "play around" with formatting. Web standards are increasingly more focused on the semantic information of texts. The Standard CkEditor comes with all the necessary tools to create "good web content". The idea is teaching our users about the best way for a "better web", so we made Standard the default option."

Karen Stingel: I'm in process of mapping Zend libs used ... also possibilities for adopting zf2

Jonny Bradley: nice, thanks Luci!... would not it conflict with our CodeMirror libs ?

Karen Stingel: luciash ... or maybe so I don't miss anything lol

Karen Stingel: I can always leave it open in Window't and lurk ;) ... just so you don't feel alone

Karen Stingel: luciash: I'll check that once I get back ... I'm also trying to track any reported conflicts introduced via composer ...

Marc Laporte: Pascal will create demo.tiki.org/wysiwyg-jison-html/ and demo.tiki.org/wysiwyg-wiki/ and maybe demo.tiki.org/wysiwyg-jison-wiki/ so we can have a stable place to show off issues. We make more than one demo sites because the various modes are mutually exclusive, and we need a place to show off issues for each.

Karen Stingel: luciash: I can always leave it open in Window't and lurk ;) ... just so you don't feel alone

Karen Stingel: luciash: I'll check that once I get back ... I'm also trying to track any reported conflicts introduced via composer ...

Karen Stingel: luciash: ... or maybe so I don't miss anything lol

Marc Laporte: Pascal will create demo.tiki.org/wysiwyg-jison-html/ and demo.tiki.org/wysiwyg-wiki/ and maybe demo.tiki.org/wysiwyg-jison-wiki/ so we can have a stable place to show off issues. We make more than one demo sites because the various modes are mutually exclusive, and we need a place to show off issues for each.